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Abstract We discuss the propagation of hydrogen atoms in static electric and mag-
netic fields in a longitudinal atomic beam spin echo (lABSE) apparatus. Depending on
the choice of the external fields the atoms may acquire both dynamical and geometrical
quantum mechanical phases. As an example of the former, we show first in-beam spin
rotation measurements on atomic hydrogen, which are in excellent agreement with the-
ory. Additional calculations of the behaviour of the metastable 2S states of hydrogen
reveal that the geometrical phases may exhibit the signature of parity-(P-)violation.
This invites for possible future lABSE experiments, focusing on P-violating geometrical
phases in the lightest of all atoms.
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21 Longitudinal Atomic Beam Spin Echo using Ground State Atomic
Hydrogen
In this contribution we discuss a possible experimental route to measuring P-violating
effects, based on the methods available with an atomic beam spin echo interferometer
as described in [1]. While many theoretical and experimental studies of P-violation
due to neutral current exchange focus on heavy atoms (e.g. [2,3,4,5] and recently [6]),
the experimental observation of P-violation in the lightest of atoms is still an open
problem [7]. In [8,9] P-violating geometrical phases were studied which may provide
a novel route to measuring the weak neutral current effects in hydrogen. Since atom
interferometers are phase sensitve, we choose a longitudinal atomic beam spin echo
(lABSE) setup of the type described in [1], with which dynamical quantum mechanical
phases have already been successfully measured for a variety of light atomic species in
their electronic ground state [1,10,11]. The analogous scheme of an apparatus suitable
for metastable hydrogen atoms is shown in Figure 1. Herein, we consider the hydrogen
atom being in a superposition of n = 2 internal states and travelling through an
interferometer consisting of static electric and magnetic fields acting on the atom. The
Fig. 1 Schematic view of the longitudinal spin echo interferometer including the definition of
the coordinate system. The coordinate along the beam direction is denoted by z. The atom
is prepared in a wave packet around z0 and analysed around za. In the example discussed in
Section 2 we start with a superposition |ψ(z0)〉 of two states, labeled with |9) and |11). After
passing the magnetic and electric fields B(z) and E(z) the wavefunction is projected onto an
analysing state |ψ(za)〉, for example again onto a superposition of the states |9) and |11).
magnetic field strength B and the electric field strength E are supposed to depend
only on the z coordinate and to be nonzero only between z0 and za. Here z0 marks
the place at the beginning of the interferometer around which, in a field-free region,
the wave packet of the atom is prepared. Similarly, za at the end of the interferometer
marks the place where, again in a field-free region, the internal state of the atom is
analysed. For hydrogen state preparation and analysis is done through the insertion of
a multipole Stern-Gerlach filter which transmits only those atoms being in the desired
hyperfine state.
So far, a typical atomic beam spin echo experiment consists of measuring the count
rate, i.e. the intensity of the overall transmitted beam, while E(z) = 0, and two sub-
sequent, antiparallel magnetic coils are driven with variable currents. In its simplest
form only a single coil is in use and the spin echo curve degenerates to a so-called spin
rotation curve. In Fig. 2 we show a spin-rotation curve, obtained with a beam of H
atoms in their n = 1 ground state. These data are acquired with the polariser and anal-
yser being antiparallel, which corresponds to the situation in which the |1S1/2, 1, 1)x
state is prepared and the |1S1/2, 1,−1)x state is analysed. The subscript x denotes
the quantisation axis. Therefore the spin rotation curve is centered around a global
minimum for the applied current I = 0.
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Fig. 2 Experimental spin rotation curve for an atomic hydrogen beam along z in its n = 1
electronic ground state. The electric field E = 0. The current I through a single cylindrical
coil and, correspondingly, the magnetic field Bz along z are varied (i.e. Bx = By = 0). The
polariser and analyser are configured antiparallel with respect to x.
Using the same apparatus, not only spin rotation measurements, but also first in-
beam spin echo experiments were performed on ground state atomic hydrogen and
deuterium. The corresponding results will be published elsewhere [11]. For the first
species, one can observe three spin echo groups, while there are five for a deuterium
beam. The quantum mechanical treatment of the experiment describes the location
of the spin echo groups in dependence of the spin echo current and is in excellent
agreement with the data.
These experiments demonstrate two major advantages of lABSE over conventional
NMR spectroscopy. Due to the in-beam arrangement the probing particles are in a state
of very high rarefaction (i.e. are essentially non-interacting within the beam), and their
internal temperature is essentially T ≈ 0. This makes it possible to achieve in this atom
interferometer an energy resolution in the peV range! In addition, the detected signal
is not due to the nuclear magnetic moment (leading to an extremely small energy
quantum) but rather due to the magnetic moment of the entire particle. This becomes
an appreciable advantage when applying the lABSE technique to metastable atoms,
like the n = 2 state in hydrogen discussed below.
2 Longitudinal Atomic Beam Spin Echo using Metastable Hydrogen
In the following we will consider the evolution of the metastable 2S states of atomic
hydrogen within this lABSE setup and calculate the relevant phases which atoms pick
up when travelling through the interferometer. A concrete proposal for observables
particularly sensitive to P-violating geometrical phases in an lABSE experiment will
be presented elsewhere. If not indicated otherwise, we use natural units ~ = c = 1 and
the notation explained in [12].
The Schro¨dinger equation describing the undecayed n = 2 states of hydrogen reads
i
∂
∂t
|ψ(x, t)〉 =
[
−
1
2m
∆+ M (z) + E0
]
|ψ(x, t)〉 . (1)
The – in general non-Hermitian – mass matrix M (z) incorporates the P-violating
2S-2P mixing effects due to the Z-boson exchange between the electron and the proton,
4and the couplings of the atom to the external electric and magnetic fields. For each z,
M (z) has, in general, 16 linearly independent right and, analogously, left eigenvectors
with complex energies
M (z)|α(z)) = Eα(z)|α(z)) , (α˜(z)|M (z) = (α˜(z)|Eα(z) , (α = 1, . . . , 16) . (2)
In the following we consider (1) in the adiabatic limit. That is, we choose condi-
tions where the evolution of each metastable 2S state (α = 9, . . . , 12 in our notation)
decouples from that of all the other n = 2 states. We assume that the atoms enter the
apparatus with longitudinal momentum k ≫
√
2m|Eα(z)|. The solution of (1) for the
2S states can then be constructed using an extension of the WKB method [8,9,12].
The wave functions contain, as expected from [13], dynamical and geometrical phase
factors with the geometrical phases defined as
γαα(z) = i
∫ z
z0
dz′ (α˜(z′)| ∂
∂z′
|α(z′)) , (α = 9, . . . , 12) . (3)
P-violating effects enter to first order in the geometrical but only to second order in
the dynamical phases. Thus, a measurement of the geometrical phases gives a new way
to study atomic P-violation.
Typically, phases are measured in interference experiments. As an example we
consider a Gaussian wave packet of a coherent superposition of two 2S states entering
the apparatus, |ψ(z0)〉 =
1√
2
(|9) + |11)), where |9) and |11) denote the states that
evolve adiabatically from the empty-space 2S states with F = 1, F3 = +1 and −1,
respectively. We let these states run through the apparatus where they are split due
to the magnetic field and come together again at the analysis point z = za. There
we project onto the initial superposition of the states |9) and |11) and suppose that
the total time-integrated flux Fp of atoms in that projection is measured. We have
calculated Fp for a wave packet of mean longitudinal momentum k¯m and width σ
′
k
and find
Fp =
∑
α,β∈{9,11}
1
4
exp[−(∆τβ −∆τα)
2/(8σ′2k )]U
∗
β (za, z0; k¯m)Uα(za, z0; k¯m) . (4)
Here Uα(za, z0; k¯m) = exp[−iφdyn,α + iφgeom,α] contains the dynamical and geomet-
rical phases. Up to small corrections we get, with m the atom’s mass, φdyn,α =
(m/k¯m)
∫ za
z0
dz′Eα(z′) and φgeom,α = γαα(za) − γαα(z0). The reduced arrival times
of the two parts (α = 9 and 11) of the wave packet at z = za are
∆τα =
m
k¯2m
∫ za
z0
dz′ReEα(z′) . (5)
In the experiment the flux Fp is measured as function of the magnetic field in the
analysing part of the apparatus. This field is scaled by a factor s varying typically
between 0.8 and 1.2.
Let us now consider a configuration with magnetic and electric fields as shown in
Figure 3 to discuss our result (4). In Figure 4 we show the calculated signal, Fp(s),
for the cases E = 0 and E 6= 0. In both cases the geometrical phases φgeom,α are zero.
For E = 0 we see a clear oscillation pattern due to the different variation with s of
the dynamical phases φdyn,9 and φdyn,11. The envelope of the interference signal is
governed by the width σ′k of the Gaussian wave packet.
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Fig. 3 The magnetic field component B3(z) and the electric field component E1(z). The
parameter s is a measure of the detuning of the second half of the magnetic field configuration
around the antisymmetric arrangement.
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Fig. 4 The spin echo signal corresponding to the case where only the magnetic field is present
is given by the (red) dashed line. The spin echo signal corresponding to the presence of the
magnetic field and the electric field is given by the solid line.
For E 6= 0 the Stark effect leads to a shift of the complex energies Eα. The shift of
the real parts of Eα turns out to be negligible. Therefore, the reduced arrival times do
not change substantially compared to the case of E = 0. The change of the oscillation
frequency of FE 6=0p (s) is not significant either if we compare to FE=0p (s), see Figure
4. However, the electric field admixes 2P to the 2S states, thereby making them decay
faster. That is, the decay widths Γα = −2 ImEα with α = 9, 11 are increased leading
to a smaller total integrated flux via the dynamical phases.
In future work we will study field configurations where geometrical phases, both
P-conserving and P-violating ones, occur. In principle the spin echo experiments should
provide the experimental access to these geometrical phases since a non-vanishing geo-
metrical phase will modify signals like those of Figure 4. For example, switching on
suitable electric fields, geometrical phases will contribute to the total phase factors U∗β
and Uα in (4). Besides the changed magnitudes of the peaks, the crucial information
is the displacement of their positions in the s − Fp(s) interference diagram compared
to a reference signal indicating non-zero geometrical phases. Of course, a P-violating
geometrical phase will modify the reference signal in a slightly different way if the
6measurement is performed with the space-reflected field configuration. In this way,
the high sensitivity of lABSE experiments could possibly lead to measurements of
P-conserving as well as P-violating geometrical phases in metastable hydrogen.
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